
Minutes CBCA NSW NENW Sub Branch meeting:  
 10.00 am, Saturday 4 March, 2017, 

Armidale Dumaresq Memorial Library Meeting Room

Present:! Heather Fisher, Heather Attrill, Lyndal Knuckey, Miriam Newall, Jo Sherrin, Ann 
! ! Young, Elizabeth Hale, Sylvia Ransom (minutes).

Apologies:  ! Sophie Masson, Helen Evans

Meeting theme for 2017: 
    8 April - the picture book publishing process (Sophie)  - note change of date
    6 May - executive meeting only to finalise Booked In!  Members encouraged to 
    attend a Booked In! event in the week of May 13-16.
    3 June - ‘Five Friendly Dinosaurs’ (Helen Evans)
    no meeting July
    12 August - CBCA Book of the Year Shortlist (Heather Fisher)
    2 September - to be confirmed, Michelle Wheatley from a booksellers perspective
    no meeting October
    4 November - Owls in children’s literature (Lyndal)
    2 December - Working dogs (Sylvia and Heather A.), plus lunch afterwards

Meeting theme:  Our Mythical Childhood: Classical Antiquity in Children's Literature.
Liz Hale, an academic at UNE, introduced us to the ʻOur Mythical Childhoodʼ endeavour. This is a 
five-year project, funded by the European Research Council, which seeks to make an online 
international survey of the children's literature that is inspired by Classical Antiquity.  What happens 
to Greek and Roman myths when they are retold or adapted for contemporary children?  What 
happens when they travel around the world?  How do retellings for young people use classical 
material in order to engage with key concerns (e.g. growing up, identity, family, fitting in, love, 
death, social justice)?  

Liz is overseeing the gathering of material from Australia, New Zealand, and other areas of the 
Global South.  She will share some of her findings, but is also very keen to hear from members 
about their own knowledge of children's literature that engages with classical materials.  

website:  http://www.kamar.domeczek.pl/OMC%20www/Our%20Mythical%20Childhood.html 

This was a fascinating talk, and although Greek and Roman myth is the focus of the research, the 
possible breadth is enormous.  Liz will let the Sub-Branch know about the progress of the project, 
including a public talk, possibly on 24 March.  Those present were encouraged to participate, and 
can do so by contacting Liz:  ehale@une.edu.au 

Some titles Liz brought along some examples of books to illustrate the books what falls within the 
project including:

Clayton, Sally Pomme, & Virginia Lee., illustrator. (2013) Persephone. London: Frances Lincoln.

Fanelli, Sara. (2002) Mythological monsters.  Sydney: Walker Books.

Geras, Adele (2010) Dido.  Oxford: David Fickling Books.

Mahy, Margaret. (1984) The Changeover.  London: Dent.

Saxby, Maurice & Robert Ingpen, illustrator. (1989) Great Deeds of Superheroes.  Sydney: 
Millenium.

Riordan, Rick. (2006) The Lightning Thief. (Percy Jackson and the Olympians series)  New York: 
Hyperion.
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Green, Roger Lancelyn. (1958) Tales of the Greek Heroes. Harmondsworth: Puffin.

Kingsley, Charles. (1914) The Heroes. New York:  Macmillan.

Ottley, Matthew. (2007) Requiem for a Beast: a work for image, word and music.  Sydney: Lothian.

Stilton, Geronimo. (2009) The Coliseum Con. New York:  Papercutz.

Travers, P.L. (1968) Maria Poppina Ab A ad Z. London: Collins.  (an alphabet of words from Mary 
Poppins in Latin) 

Winterfeld, Henry. (1956) Detectives in Togas. New York: Harcourt Brace.

Liz said one of the unusual things she had come across working on this project is Sekko Boys, an 
anime series:  http://www.animenewsnetwork.com/encyclopedia/anime.php?id=17752

Business arising:
• CBCA NSW Draft constitution and Sub-branch charter & Sub-branch liaison meeting  
! Sylvia reported on her attendance at the CBCA NSW SB Liaison meeting held last Saturday, 
February 25 in Sydney at the NSW Writerʼs Centre.  The meeting was well worth attending both to 
meet other sub-branch people and discuss common issues.  The amended constitution and 
charter will be passed at the CBCA NSW AGM.  We will encourage people to become CBC 
members, as ever, and maybe raise the fees a bit for school visits to non-member schools in 2018 
for Booked In!  In future years the CBCA NSW AGM & Liaison meeting will take place on the same 
day in order to make attending more doable for far flung sub-branches. 
! Sylvia also mentioned the CBCA Travelling Suitcase project and will enquire further for possibly 
using in our region, that a per centage of books bought from Booktopia by clicking on the link from 
Reading Time goes to the CBCA NSW.  And that CBC2U grants in future will have a closing date 
for applications rather than being available throughout the year. Book of the Year merchandise can 
be ordered from the CBC website from 1 April, 2017. 

• Booked In! 2017 - Progress report    
! All places for the Booked In! sessions May 15 & 16 are now booked as follows:
Monday May 15 - Tristan Bancks
! Uralla Central School, St Josephʼs Catholic School and Newling Public School
Tuesday May 16 - Tristan Bancks
! St Maryʼs School, Duval High School, New England Girls School
Tuesday May 16 - Kate Durack
! Minimbah School, New England Girlsʼ School, Newling Public School

There is a waiting list, should any school cancel prior to these dates.  Tristan Bancks will be in 
Armidale May 13-16.  A writing workshop organised by NEWC will take place on the weekend prior 
to the school visits.  And there may be a bookshop event on the Monday evening, to be advised.  

Logistics - drivers, accommodation, etc. will be sorted out with NEWC closer to the day.  Sophie 
(who is the NEWC liaison person), Sylvia and Heather Fisher will meet prior to the festival.

The Leigh Hobbs exhibition at NERAM is confirmed.

A grant has been applied for from ADFAS, and an application made for an Armidale Regional 
Council Community small grant for 2017.  Results of these applications should be available the 
end of March for ADFAS and end of April for Armidale Dumaresq council grant.

• Agreed that we will make a nomination for the Lady Cutler award in 2018.planning for future 
nominations for Lady Cutler in 2018 



Treasurerʼs report:  Our current bank balance stands at $3943.00


